
INTRODUCTION

Dispersal in butterflies has often been regarded as an
adaptation to spatial and temporal heterogeneity in habitat
quality (see for review Singer & Hanski, 2004). The
question remains, however, which factors exactly affect
or drive dispersal? In general, dispersal in butterflies is
very much associated with the availability of both suitable
oviposition sites and/or mates. These two factors depend
largely on population density (Baguette & Neve, 1994;
Baguette et al., 1996), degree of habitat fragmentation,
host plant preference, quality and abundance (Saccheri et
al., 1998; Hanski, 1999; Van Nouhuys & Hanski, 1999;
Hanski & Ovaskainen, 2000; Kuussaari et al., 2000;
Hanski et al., 2000, 2002), the time available for oviposi-
tion, as well as the size and number of eggs that females
lay on individual host plants (Nylin & Janz, 1996; Kuus-
saari et al., 2000; Nylin et al., 2000; Hanski et al., 2002;
Singer & Hanski, 2004; Gibbs et al., 2005). Furthermore,
variation in dispersal is often sex-specific with males and
females having different life-history strategies associated
with flight and dispersal, while both sexes are often also
being differently affected by environmental variation
(Van Dyck & Wiklund, 2002; Gibbs & Breuker, 2006).
Females are usually the more dispersive of the two sexes
as they need to fly around, often for extended periods of
time, to find suitable oviposition sites or to avoid harass-
ment by males (Baguette & Neve, 1994; Baguette et al.,
1996; Gibbs et al., 2004, 2005).

In order to establish the relative importance of each
factor associated with dispersal, careful experimental

design is required, where some factors are held constant
whilst others are being varied. A study system where
many such studies have been undertaken is the Finnish
network of metapopulations of the Glanville fritillary but-
terfly Melitaea cinxia (L.) (Hanski et al., 2002, 2004). In
1999, a mark-release-recapture study was performed in
which the dispersal of marked M. cinxia butterflies was
monitored among habitat patches on the Åland islands in
the south-west of Finland. The butterflies used in this
study had been collected as larvae from several local
populations of a large network of metapopulations on the
Åland Islands and from one large local population in
Paldiski on the north coast of Estonia. These larvae were
reared in the laboratory and subsequently released after
eclosion (Hanski et al., 2002, 2004). It was found that the
factors associated with dispersal affected both sexes dif-
ferently. Females, but not males, from newly established
populations were more dispersive. Furthermore Paldiski
females, which had their preferred host plant missing
from the release site and surrounding area, showed the
highest emigration rates and were found to be more dis-
persive relative to females from the Åland populations.
However, within a local population, population history
(i.e. old versus newly established population) and pre-
ferred host plant availability are not able to explain the
variation in dispersal amongst individuals. For example,
although females from Paldiski were on average more
dispersive, not all Paldiski females dispersed. Individual
quality and body morphology are two factors that may
well explain this variation in dispersal amongst indi-
viduals within a local population. A study on M. cinxia on
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Abstract. We examined whether dispersal was associated with body and wing morphology and individual quality, and whether such
an association was sex-specific, in the Glanville fritillary butterfly Melitaea cinxia (L.) in Paldiski on the north coast of Estonia.
Body weight, size and shape of both fore- and hindwing, wing aspect ratio and wing loading were used as measures of body and
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disperse. The sex-specifity of the covariation between dispersal and forewing shape is most probably due to wing shape being asso-
ciated with different life-history traits in both sexes, resulting in different selection pressures on wing shape in each of the  sexes.
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the Baltic island of Öland indicated that variation in
overall body morphology was associated with variation in
habitat fragmentation and dispersal, and that males and
females have adapted differently to habitat fragmentation
(Norberg & Leimar, 2002). In birds, it has been suggested
that variation in individual quality may cause variation in
dispersal rates (e.g. Rintamaki et al., 1995; Matessi,
1997).

Developmental stability has been proposed as a
measure of individual quality (Moller, 1997; but see
Clarke, 2003). Developmental stability refers to a suite of
processes aimed at buffering random perturbations during
development (i.e., developmental noise). Under stressful
conditions it becomes increasingly difficult to buffer
developmental noise because energy and resources are
being diverted away from growth into the stress response
(Swaddle & Witter, 1994; Buchanan, 2000; Hovorka &
Robertson, 2000). The joint action of developmental
noise and developmental stability results in a certain
amount of developmental imprecision or developmental
instability, of which fluctuating asymmetry (FA) is a
measure (Van Valen, 1962; Markow, 1995). Fluctuating
asymmetry refers to random asymmetries of bilaterally
symmetrical traits, with differences between left and right
being normally distributed with a mean of zero (Palmer &
Strobeck, 1986, 2003). A decrease in developmental sta-
bility is hypothesized to be associated with a decrease in
fitness and individual quality (e.g. Moller, 1997).

Asymmetries in wing length and/or wing shape may
also negatively interfere with flight ability, as has been
reported for birds (e.g. Swaddle, 1997). It is not clear,
however, whether this also applies to insects as it appears
that there usually is a significant directional asymmetry
(DA) for wing shape (Windig & Nylin, 1999; Mardia et
al., 2000; Klingenberg et al., 2001), which may even be
adaptive (Windig & Nylin, 1999). Dispersal might hence
not only covary with wing morphology, but also with the
asymmetry of wing morphology.

In our study, using individuals from the Paldiski local
population, we investigated whether dispersal was associ-
ated with morphology and individual quality. Given the
sex-specifity of factors affecting dispersal in M. cinxia,
we furthermore investigated whether such associations
were sex-specific. As measures of morphology we used
body weight, size and shape of fore- and hindwings, and
wing loading. The asymmetry (FA) of wing shape was
used as a measure of individual quality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental animals
Larvae were collected at random in the wild in spring 1999

from a large, outbred, local, and isolated population of butter-
flies in Paldiski, on the north coast of Estonia. The larvae were
at the final or penultimate stage of development. All larvae were
then reared in a common environment. Rearing details are given
by Hanski et al. (2002).

Obtaining data prior to release in the field
The butterflies were transferred a few hours after emergence

(i.e. when their wings were fully hardened and dried) to a cool
room at ± 5°C for about 10 min in order to slow down their

activity. This facilitated processing which consisted of three
steps: (i) photographing, (ii) weighing (accuracy 1 mg), and (iii)
numbering. This procedure had no long-lasting effects on activ-
ity.

Photographs were taken with a Nikon F801S (180 mm Sigma
macro) under standard conditions of light and position of the
butterfly with respect to camera. Photographs were taken twice
for each individual in order to obtain an accurate unbiased esti-
mate of measurement error. All films were from the same batch
from Fuji. An 18% grid gray card in the same plane alongside
the butterfly was photographed to ensure consistent film devel-
opment. Images were then digitized in a random sequence with
respect to source population and order of photography.

Release and recapture
The animals were released near the centre of the small village

Löfö (island of Vårdö, Åland) on either a large (release patch 1,
0.35 ha) or small meadow (release patch 2, 0.08 ha). The
released butterflies were divided on each release occasion
roughly in the ratio 2.5 : 1 amongst the two release patches to
standardize butterfly density. The release of the butterflies on
the two patches was random with respect to sex. The butterflies
were recaptured daily by surveying the two release patches and
the surrounding small roads with flower-rich roadsides, with
equal recording effort per unit area (i.e. time spent recording
butterflies per unit area was the same). Dispersal is a binary
variable (0/1). A “0” corresponded to no dispersal. These ani-
mals stayed in the release patch and were never recorded outside
the release patch. A “1” corresponded to dispersal. These ani-
mals were recorded outside the release patch (after Hanski et al.,
2002). Butterflies that dispersed tended to leave the release
patch immediately (i.e. within 24 h) and tended to fly long dis-
tances (i.e. to places up to 3 km away from the release patch)
(pers. obs.). These binary values correspond to the two extremes
of another measure of dispersal, i.e. dispersal propensity,
detailed in Hanski et al. (2004).

Measurements
The order of measurements was random with respect to pho-

tography, scanning and source population. Measurements of
wing shape were carried out on 258 animals using SCION
IMAGE (freeware from NIH, USA, 1998). Repeatability and
accuracy of the measurements and position on the wing were
used as criteria in selecting landmarks (see Fig. 1 for position of
all 8 landmarks on the wings, with landmark 1 being a landmark
for both fore- and hindwing). Landmarks were used to deter-
mine the fore- and hindwing (FW and HW) size and shape.
Each butterfly was photographed twice, and for each photo we
digitized all 8 landmarks twice in order to assess measurement
error. Repeatabilities of the measurements (i.e. positions of
landmarks) were high. Using regression analyses between
repeated measurements we assessed that accuracy was between
98% and 99.5%.

The coordinates of the landmarks can be used to calculate the
centroid size. This is the square root of the sum of squared dis-
tances from a set of landmarks to their centroid (references and
details in Klingenberg & McIntyre, 1998). Centroid size was
calculated separately for both FW and HW. In this study, cen-
troid size was used as a measure of wing size (cf. Klingenberg
et al., 2001). We calculated the following two measures of flight
performance and wing shape: (1) Wing aspect ratio (FW length 2

/ FW wing area), and (2) wing loading (total body weight / total
wing area) (cf. Betts & Wootton, 1988). Wing aspect ratio is a
popular measure of the slenderness of a wing (a high wing
aspect ratio corresponds to slender wings), and as such gives an
overall description of the shape of the wing (cf. Wickman,
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1992). To investigate in more detail the subtle differences in
shape and asymmetry of shape in a wing, we also performed
geometric morphometrics on the landmark configurations.

Statistical analyses
Variation in shape was examined by using geometric mor-

phometrics based on generalized least squares Procrustes super-
imposition methods (Goodall, 1991; Dryden & Mardia, 1998;
Klingenberg & McIntyre, 1998). These morphometric and all
other analyses were carried out in R (http://cran.r-project.org),
and in particular using the statistical package shapes written by
I.L. Dryden for use in R (based on methods described in Dryden
& Mardia, 1998). Furthermore, to compare differences in shape
between groups we used the IMP (Integrated Morphometrics
Package) program TwoGroup written in Matlab (Mathworks,
2000) by H.D. Sheets (details on use in Zelditch et al., 2004). It
is freely available through http://www2.canisius.edu/~sheets/
morphsoft.html.

Procrustes methods analyze shape by superimposing configu-
rations of landmarks of two or more individuals to achieve an
overall best fit. It involves four steps, which have been
described in mathematical and descriptive detail elsewhere (see
e.g. Klingenberg & McIntyre, 1998): (1) reflection of either left
or right configurations, so that left and right are orientated the
same way, (2) scaling to unit centroid size (to remove size and
shape associations), (3) superimposing the centroids of all con-
figurations, and finally (4) rotation of the configurations around
their centroid to obtain the optimal alignment.

The square root of the sum of the squared distances between
corresponding landmarks of two optimally aligned configura-
tions (for example a left and a right wing) is an approximation
of Procrustes Distance. We used this Procrustes distance as a
measure of individual shape FA. Because there are no negative
values, this distance is somewhat similar to size-scaled unsigned
individual asymmetry for linear measurements (Breuker &
Brakefield, 2003). For both males and females we therefore

used log transformations of the form [log (Procrustes distance) +
5.0] to achieve normality for use in standard parametric statis-
tical tests.

In order to analyse subtle shape differences between groups
of individuals, we first calculated the average fore- and
hindwing shape for each individual (Procrustes coordinates of
each landmark were averaged across both sides and measure-
ments). If a fixed factor needed to be taken into account as a
covariate, residual wing shapes were used and were calculated
as follows: Xij, residual = Xij – (Xj – Xoverallmean) (with Xij the shape
vector for individual i and factor level j, Xj the average shape
for factor level j, and Xoverallmean the overall mean shape of all
individuals). Shape differences between groups of individuals
were then tested with a bootstrapped version of Goodall’s F-test,
using 4900 bootstraps. This test makes no assumptions about the
distribution of variation around the means of shape that are
being compared. We tested for wing shape differences in both
fore- and hindwing between dispersing and non-dispersing indi-
viduals within each sex.

Differences in morphology and FA between individuals that
did and did not disperse were analysed by means of an ANOVA
for the following variables: (centroid) size of fore- and
hindwings, body weight, wing loading and wing aspect ratio. To
investigate which of the variables explained most variation in
dispersal we performed logistic regression analyses for the
binary variable dispersal with the following variables: size and
asymmetry of fore- and hindwings, body weight, wing aspect
ratio and wing loading.

Butterflies that developed faster eclosed earlier and were
therefore released earlier in this study. Hanski et al. (2002) have
shown that butterflies that had been released earlier also had
more time to be recorded outside the release patch, hence, to
have “dispersed” in our mark-release-recapture study set-up.
Release date therefore explained a significant proportion of the
variation in dispersal among individuals. Furthermore, variation
in development time, hence release date, may be correlated with
variation in morphology. For these two reasons release date was
used as a covariate in all subsequent analyses.

RESULTS

Males were morphologically different from females.
Not only were their wings smaller and did they weigh
less, but they also had a significantly lower wing loading
(Table 1, section C). Male M. cinxia forewings were less
slender than female wings (Table 1, section C: wing
aspect ratio), and taking individual landmarks into
account both male fore- and hindwings were overall sig-
nificantly differently shaped from female wings (Table 2).
Interestingly, males were also observed to have higher
wing shape asymmetries (Table 1, section C). In the field,
male M. cinxia butterflies generally have a shorter post-
diapause larval development time and emerge two to
three days before females (Ehrlich & Hanski, 2004).
Males eclosed on average a day earlier than females in
this study and were generally released earlier (male-
female comparison for release date, Kruskal-Wallis: H =
28.56, df = 1, p << 0.001). Although males may appear to
have dispersed more than females (males: 44 out of 152;
females: 22 out of 126), this was not significant after
taking release date into account (Table 3a). Therefore,
despite significant differences in morphology and dif-
ferent life-history strategies, females were not found to be
more dispersive than males.
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Fig. 1. The 8 landmarks measured for Melitaea cinxia butter-
flies. Note that the first landmark (nr 1) is a shared landmark
between the forewing (FW) and hindwing (HW).



In both males and females release date explained a sig-
nificant part of the variation in weight at emergence and
wing loading, but not in wing size, nor in wing shape
(Table 1, sections A, B, and C; Table 2). For both sexes
both weight and wing loading were negatively correlated

with release date (4 regression analyses, R2 range:
12.5%–19.8%, all p-values << 0.001). The heaviest, but
not necessarily the largest, butterflies and therefore those
with the highest wing loading thus eclosed first and were
released first. Shape of both fore- and hindwing,
however, was not associated with release date. This was
established using both wing aspect ratio (Table 1, sections
A and B), and the position of the landmarks with the
bootstrapped version of Goodall’s F-test (Zelditch et al.,
2004) to compare the wing shape of individuals released
on one particular day with the wing shape of individuals
released on every other day (data not presented, all
p-values >>0.05; see also Table 2, comparing shape dif-
ferences between groups with and without release date as
a covariate). Interestingly, the more asymmetrically
shaped females (for hind wing) were also released first
(Table 1, section A; regression analysis, R2 = 6.3%, p =
0.006).

Using logistic regression models with release date as a
covariate, none of the following morphological variables
significantly improved the model in both males and
females: size, shape (wing aspect ratio) and asymmetry of
shape of fore- and hindwings, weight, and wing loading,
nor any of the possible interaction terms between release
date and these variables. As an example, we have given
the logistic regression results for females in Table 3b with
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p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.082p = 0.004 (**)p = 0.000 (***)P = 0.000 (***)
658.96347.98579.083.058.29629.58398.60F(1,274)sex

p = 0.148p = 0.000(***)p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.285p = 0.636p = 0.206p = 0.796
2.10102.7676.701.150.231.600.07F(1,274)reldate

C
p = 0.594p = 0.890p = 0.869p = 0.410p = 0.385p = 0.538p = 0.815

0.290.020.030.680.760.380.05F( 1,148)disp
p = 0.473p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.388p = 0.750p = 0.166p = 0.633

0.5282.2465.380.750.101.940.23F(1,148)reldate
B

14.704 ± 0.1083.259 ± 0.10289.27 ± 2.560.039 ± 0.0040.026 ± 0.00313.082 ± 0.08814.506 ± 0.08744Males disp

14.646 ± 0.0703.159 ± 0.06186.29 ± 1.680.037 ± 0.0020.029 ± 0.00213.034 ± 0.05814.538 ± 0.058107Males
nondisp

p = 0.413p = 0.764p = 0.877p = 0.773p = 0.180p = 0.774p = 0.919
0.680.090.020.081.820.080.01F(1,123)disp

p = 0.260p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.000 (***)p = 0.011 (*)p = 0.560p = 0.697p = 0.888
1.2822.2016.276.730.340.150.02F(1,123)reldate

A

17.050 ± 0.1594.211 ± 0.070131.50 ± 2.380.036 ± 0.0040.025 ± 0.00515.054 ± 0.15616.183 ± 0.14822Females
disp

17.274 ± 0.0844.055 ± 0.049127.09 ± 1.720.032 ± 0.0020.021 ± 0.00115.118 ± 0.06716.195 ± 0.071104Females
nondisp

FW aspect
ratioWing loading WeightShape asymm.

HW
Shape asymm.

FW
HW
size

FW
sizeN

TABLE 1. Differences in wing size, wing shape asymmetry, body weight, wing loading and wing shape between individuals that
dispersed and did not disperse, and between males and females (FW = forewing, HW = hindwing). For each trait the mean ± standard
error is given. Shape asymmetry was measured as Procrustes distance between left and right wings. ANOVA-results are given (F-
and p-value, with appropriate degrees of freedom), testing for differences between (1) individuals that disperse and do not disperse
(disp) within each sex (sections A and B), and (2) males and females (sex) (section C). Release date was used as a covariate (*, p <
0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001).

Fig. 2. Wing shapes of female Melitaea cinxia butterflies that
dispersed (wing outline dashed), and did not disperse (wing out-
line solid).



the variables that explained most of the variation in dis-
persal. However, applying the more sensitive test of com-
paring landmark positions between butterflies that did and
did not disperse it was found that forewing shape of dis-

persing females differed significantly from those that did
not, with and without release date as a covariate (Table
2). The wings of dispersing females tended to be more
rounded (see Fig. 2).

The shape of the hindwings of females that dispersed
did, however, not differ from those that did not disperse.
Although wing discs of both fore-and hindwing are sup-
posed to be developmentally independent they interact
with each other during development as they compete for
the same resources (Nijhout & Emlen, 1998), and often
correlate in size and shape (Frankino et al., 2005). To
investigate the morphological integration between fore-
and hindwings, we calculated the Pearson correlation
between fore- and hindwing size (wing size: R = 0.11, p =
0.038) and the Escoufier vector correlation for shape (R =
0.030, p = 0.012) (for a mathematical description see
Escoufier, 1973). These results indicate that although
there is a high degree of integration between fore- and
hindwing in M. cinxia, only the shape of the forewings
covaried with dispersal, and only so in females.
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(6,840)disp vs nondisp 
0.0044–0.01200.00190.00500.7390.59HW, males: 

(4,560)disp vs nondisp 
0.0020–0.01090.00230.00410.6360.64FW, males: 

(6,684)disp vs nondisp 
0.0047–0.02200.00450.00890.2861.23HW, females: 

(4,456)disp vs nondisp 
0.0037–0.01670.00340.00820.0486*2.41FW, females: 

(6,1536)males vs females 
0.0181–0.02520.00180.0212p<<0.0001***24.84HW:

(4,1024)males vs females 
0.0309–0.03880.00200.0347p<<0.0001***126.79FW:

(B)
(6,840)disp vs nondisp 

0.0040–0.01210.00210.00440.8580.43HW, males: 
(4,560)disp vs nondisp 

0.0022–0.01170.00240.00460.5190.81FW, males: 
(6,684)disp vs nondisp 

0.0048–0.02240.00450.00990.19421.45HW, females: 
(4,456)disp vs nondisp 

0.0047–0.01780.00330.00950.0183*3.01FW, females: 
(6,1536)males vs females 

0.0181–0.02530.00190.0212p<<0.0001***23.40HW:
(4,1024)males vs females 

0.0343–0.04210.00150.0348p<<0.0001***118.93FW:

(A)
95% c.i. SEDpF-valueComparison

TABLE 2. Comparison of both fore- and hind wing shape between different groups of individuals: males and females, and dispersers
from non-dispersers (per sex). Comparisons were performed without (A) and with (B) release date as a covariate. Results presented
are from a bootstrapped Goodall’s F-test, with 4900 bootstraps: F-value (degrees of freedom between brackets), p-value, Procrustes
Distance between shape means (D), SE of distance between Procrustes shape means (SE), and 95% confidence interval (95% c.i.) of
the bootstrapped estimate of the Procrustes Distance between shape means. FW = forewing, HW = hindwing, disp = dispersed, non-
disp = non-dispersed, (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001). 

0.23417.7821.18Shape asymmetry FW
0.2130.132–0.164FW aspect ratio 
0.0130.195–0.482Release Date 
0.0163.701 8.879Constant

(b)
0.1870.3120.411Sex
0.0050.107–0.301Release Date 
0.1201.864 2.899Constant

(a)
pStDevcoefficientVariable

TABLE 3. Logistic Regression Model for the migrant status of
(a) each of the two sexes, and (b) the females. The explanatory
variables used are release date, sex, forewing (FW) aspect ratio,
and shape asymmetry (measured as Procrustes distance between
left and right wings).



DISCUSSION

Male and female M. cinxia butterflies from Paldiski dif-
fered morphologically. Females were observed to have a
significantly higher wing loading and wing aspect ratio
than males. According to Betts and Wootton (1988), this
would seem to indicate that females are capable of flying
faster and more extensively than males. This is, however,
a somewhat simplified view as studies on flight perform-
ance in butterflies have shown that flight speed and pat-
tern also depend on factors such as thoracic mass (princi-
pally flight muscles), wing damage, centre of body mass,
behavioral adaptations (e.g. predation avoidance), ther-
moregulation, wing asymmetry, and the ability to make
use of spatial and temporal variation in the prevailing
winds (Srygley & Dudley, 1993; Dudley, 2000; Srygley
& Kingsolver, 2000; Srygley, 2001; Berwaerts & Van
Dyck, 2004; Berwaerts et al., 2006). It has recently been
shown in M. cinxia that variation in the ability to disperse
may be, amongst other things, caused by a variation in
flight metabolic performance (measured as the [ATP] /
[ADP] ratio of flight muscles following controlled activ-
ity). Rather interestingly, this can again only be estab-
lished in dispersive females from newly established popu-
lations, and not in males (Hanski et al., 2004; Haag et al.,
2005).

Sexual wing shape dimorphism is very common in but-
terflies and it is widely accepted that this dimorphism
arises from the different ecological roles of flight between
the sexes (Wickman, 1992; Van Dyck & Wiklund, 2002;
Berwaerts et al., 2006). The most striking result found in
this study is that variation in forewing shape morphology
is associated with dispersal in females only, not males,
while both sexes did not differ in dispersal rates despite
sexual wing shape dimorphism (cf. Wahlberg et al.,
2002).

The present study and other relevant studies cited in
this paper have merely described the existence of sex-
specific differences in flight morphology, and related this
to differences in life-history traits, or fitness components,
associated with flight within each of the sexes. Differ-
ences in selection pressures were inferred. We know that
male and female butterflies employ flight for different
reasons and fly for different lengths of time, but how can
we use this knowledge to understand the results in this
and other studies found? To illustrate this with the most
simple of all possible scenarios, let’s imagine that a par-
ticular shape Y is optimal for dispersal, or searching for
host plants and oviposition sites, while shape X is optimal
for engaging in territorial disputes, with the shapes X and
Y being very different. Males need to disperse and
engage in male-male interactions (e.g. perching and
patrolling), while females need to fly around in search of
host plants. In this simple scenario, males experience two
conflicting directional selection pressures on their wing
shape. If both selection pressures are equal in magnitude
the end result will effectively be a form of stabilizing
selection. If not, then the stronger of the two will direct
the wing shape to either X or Y. Rather interestingly, a
comparative study of 44 temperate butterfly species has

shown that male body design is strongly affected by
mating system, rather than dispersal (Wickman, 1992).
Incidently, traits involved in sexual selection and/or under
(conflicting) directional selection tend to be more weakly
developmentally stabilized (Gangestad & Thornhill,
1999; Breuker & Brakefield, 2002). Males did indeed
have significantly higher levels of wing shape FA (indi-
cating low developmental stability of wing shape) than
females in this study. This wing shape asymmetry was not
in any way associated with dispersal, indicating that nei-
ther individual quality nor the shape asymmetry per se
affect dispersal. This last result is perhaps not so surpris-
ing, given that not only does it appear quite common for
insect forewings to show DA of wing size and shape,
which may even be adaptive (Goulson et al., 1999;
Windig & Nylin, 1999), but free-flying insects often have
asymmetric wing damage due to wing wear and failed
predation attacks. Thus, insects appear to be highly
capable of compensating for such asymmetries (reviewed
in Dudley, 2000).

In the simple scenario outlined earlier, we would not
expect wing shape to covary with dispersal in males, but
we would in females, as found in this and other studies.
We would furthermore expect females to have higher dis-
persal rates than males. Although this has generally been
found in other studies, we did not find support for this in
our study. A possible reason may be that males, given the
experimental design of this study, had no choice but to
follow the females if they were to obtain matings.

We could further elaborate this simple scenario by
incorporating sex-specific responses to environmental
factors (e.g. habitat fragmentation) and the possibility that
selection pressures on wing shape may not only conflict
simultaneously, but also sequentially, for example
between seasons or in general between generations (Fric
& Konvi ka, 2002; Fric et al., 2006). Pararge aegeria
butterflies, for example, are sexually dimorphic (e.g.
White & Winokur, 2003), and have sex-related adaptive
seasonal plasticity for morphological traits related to
flight (Van Dyck & Wiklund, 2002). A study on M.
cinxia on the Baltic island of Öland indicated that varia-
tion in overall body morphology was associated with
variation in habitat fragmentation and dispersal, and that
males and females have adapted differently to habitat
fragmentation (Norberg & Leimar, 2002).

Our study highlights the complexity of wing shape evo-
lution. If one is ever to fully understand how factors like
dispersal are associated with wing shape in butterflies we
need actually to identify and quantify all the different
selection pressures operating on wing shape.
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